CRITICAL PROCESS EQUIPMENT

Collaboration on sustainable
hygiene solutions
At KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS, we offer a wide range of washing solutions designed to meet
the very stringent demands to hygiene, documentation and validation that many companies are faced with on the market today. Simultaneously with a focus on a high hygienic
quality, KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS takes a starting point in sustainable solutions.
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Ensuring a high level of hygiene, the wash
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Automatic cleaning
Consistency
Quality assurance
Documented process
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If manual wash is applied, a disinfection of

Dialogue about the customers’ needs

the process equipment can only be done

No two companies or challenges are alike.
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The use of KEN’s automatic washing solutions ensure that the washing processes can
be documented and validated at all times;
the wash programs ensure that all washes
are performed in a uniform way each time.
Sustainable and environmentally friendly
wash
At KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS, we offer a very
low water consumption, which provides a
number of benefits for the environment,
since a low water consumption will entail a
lower detergent- and power consumption, as
well as a lower effluent discharge from the
plant.
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Hereby, our washing solutions are consid-

We also bear in mind the operating phase - after
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market. This ultimately leads to lower total
costs of ownerships for our customers.

Local service
If you ensure a correct consistent maintenance
and service, the washing solution will serve
the customers for many years. KEN HYGIENE
SYSTEMS has facilities that have been around
for 40 years.
However, problems can arise and fortunately the
help is near, as we have 40 driving service technicians located around Denmark, and international
coverage, and therefore are ready to quickly
respond to critical situations.
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